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FILTER CROSS (Aerosol) 

 

 
A special, highly adhesive product for motocross air filters. 
FILTER CROSS provides effective dust retention, and protects the engine from abrasive wear. 
Reserved for professional use. 
 

USES 

 
Coloured, ready-to-use product in aerosol form 
Coloured, concentrated product for dilution in a 1-litre canister 
Spray on or soak the foam filter elements in motorbike air filters. 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

 
AEROSOL CAN CONTAINER 
 
Read the instructions for use carefully, and follow the safety advice on aerosol use. 
Shake the aerosol can before use 
Use in a ventilated space 
 
NOTE: Pressurised container. Protect from sunlight, and do not expose to temperatures above 
50°C. Do not pierce or burn even after use. Do not spray toward a flame or incandescent object. 
Use and store well away from any flames, heat source or electrical apparatus in operation. Do 
not smoke. Use short presses, avoid prolonged spraying. Ventilate thoroughly after use. 
Inflammable propellant gas: Do not spray onto a flame or heat source. 
Do not use the product for any purpose other than that for which it was intended. 
 
 
1-LITRE CANISTER CONTAINER 
 
Dilute FILTER CROSS to 50 % in petrol. Stir carefully to obtain a highly homogeneous mixture. 
Immerse the filter element in the mixture, and then drain it by pressing but without twisting. 
Re-mount the filter element on its support. 
Leave to dry from 10 to 15 minutes: the filter is now ready to use. 
 

PACKAGING 

 

500 ml container. 
Box of 24 x 1-litre canisters 
220-litre drum. 
 

The aerosol cans must be used within one year of delivery for optimum use; returns will 
not be accepted after this time. 
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FILTER CROSS (Aerosol) 

 
Average characteristics for FILTER CROSS in canister. 
 

Characteristics Methods Units Values 

Colour Visual - blue 

Density at 15°C 
 

NF T 60-101 
 

kg/m3 
 

872 
 Density at 40°C 

 
NF T 60-100          mm²/s 

 
452 

 
Density at 100°C NF T 60-100          mm²/s  39 

Flash point (COC) CLEVELAND °C 80 

 
The characteristics are given purely for information and are consistent with our current production standards. IGOL reserves the right to modify 

them, in order to pass on technical developments to its customers. Before using this product, you should consult the instructions for use and the 

environmental impact shown on the technical and safety data sheets. The information given above is based on the current state of our knowledge of 

the product in question. The product user should take all relevant precautions relating to its use. Under no circumstances may IGOL be held liable 

for damages resulting from misuse. 
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